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Four Post Lift
KEY FEATURES
- Both maintenance & parking
- Ready for self installation
- Trusted mechanical locks

INTRODUCTION TO STRONGMAN 4 POST LIFTS
The Home Enthusiast: often ideally looking for a storage solution, the ability to double-up parking
space, something that many people would envy. If they could use a 4 post lift at home the answer to
car storage is available at the touch of a button. Our lifts fit into the tightest spaces, can be
configured to enable customers to carry out full maintenance and servicing, offer instant all-round
access and allow users to access every nook and cranny of their vehicles, or simply and quickly
securely store one vehicle over another. All our lifts are designed to employ single phase 240V power
which means they can be installed at home with the minimum of fuss and disruption. A full set of drip
trays can be specified (these are standard on the Glenfinnan lift).
Commercial Customer: Our UK designed lifts are proven, robust & secure lifting platform supplied
at a very attractive prices. The Glenfinnan can be squeezed into an alcove or corner of the workshop
and this has proved an asset in increasing the number of available bays in space retricted
environments. The lifts are made with high grade steel and finished with top quality welds. Three
phase power can be specified.

ALL LIFTS FEATURE
- 240V SINGLE PHASE MOTORS & PUMPS			

- FAIL SAFE LOCKING MECHANISMS

- OPTIONAL JACKING BEAM					

- ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

- INSTALL OR COLLECTION AVAILABLE			

- CE APPROVED FOR OUR OWN DESIGN
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GLENFINNAN FOUR POST LIFT

SPECIFICATION
LIFT CAPACITY		

3500 kg

LENGTH		

3500 mm

WIDTH			2500 mm
MAX LIFT HEIGHT

1800 mm

PLATFORM LENGTH 3120 mm
MOTOR		

240V Single Ø

SUPPLY NEEDED

C or D - 16A

CONCRETE SPEC

6’’ - 3000 PSI

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Our very own work, designed by us with the home user
in mind. The most compact four post lift available on
the market and with features such as, 1 metre long up
ramps making it suitable for low profile vehicles. The
lift features modern safety locking mechanisms, CE
complinant and is powder coated. It is evident that
this really is the ulimate lift for the automotive
enthusiast.
We like our customers to feel special, so whenever they
place an order with us they know that they are having a
lift produced just for them, rather than us just selling
them whatever we happen to have on the shelf. A lift is
going to be a purchase that will last you a life time, so
why purchase something that half does the job when
you can come to Strongman Tools and get the right lift
for you.
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DUNKELD FOUR POST LIFT

SPECIFICATION
LIFT CAPACITY		

3500 kg

LENGTH		

4380 mm

WIDTH			2500 mm
MAX LIFT HEIGHT

1800 mm

PRODUCT INFORMATION
The Dunkeld is another Strongman exclusive, not
content with offering you the Glenfinnan, we had such
continued demand for a Standard length NARROW lift
that we have developed this model.
The Dunkeld offers that extra bit of flexibility to those
customers in workshops coping with restricted width.

PLATFORM LENGTH 4000 mm
MOTOR		

240V Single Ø

SUPPLY NEEDED

C or D - 16A

CONCRETE SPEC

6’’ - 3000 PSI

This lift will cope with cars driving onto it up to a
maximum of 1760mm width across the tyres. It is
2500mm wide and 4380mm long (excluding up-ramps),
the main ramps are 500mm wide and 683mm apart.
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FINDHORN FOUR POST LIFT

SPECIFICATION
LIFT CAPACITY		

3500 kg

LENGTH		

4380 mm

WIDTH			2980 mm
MAX LIFT HEIGHT

1800 mm

PLATFORM LENGTH 4000 mm
MOTOR		

240V Single Ø

SUPPLY NEEDED

C or D - 16A

CONCRETE SPEC

6’’ - 3000 PSI

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Findhorn Lifts are our “bread and butter” range! They
are a Standard‟ size fully featured lift. Like all of our
designs these modern, robust and reliable lifts are
built to last, with top quality components and a useful
selection of options.
We like our customers to feel special, so whenever they
place an order with us they know that they are having a
lift produced just for them, rather than us just selling
them whatever we happen to have on the shelf. A lift is
going to be a purchase that will last you a life time so
why purchase something that half does the job when
you can come to Strongman Tools and get us to
produce the right lift for you.
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* SUBJECT TO T&Cs & CHANGE / MODIFICATION OF LIFTS AND SIZES WITHOUT NOTICE.
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